X1 Control Guide

Recline with a synchro back and seat movement featuring a 2:1 back to seat tilt ratio. Reduced rise of front seat edge. 11 position multi-lock with built-in safety return feature. Integrated seat slider and forward pitch adjustment.

Tilt Tension Control Knob:
Pull the knob outward for easy access and turn knob clockwise to tighten the tilt tension and counter clockwise to loosen tilt tension.

Seat Height Lever:
Twist the lever to raise the seat, Release the lever to lock at the desired height. Lift and hold lever while applying weight on seat to lower seat height.

Back Multi-Lock W/ Safety Release:
Lift the lever up to release the back. Angle the back into desired lock position then push the lever down to lock the back into place.

Forward Tilt Seat Lever:
Rotate lever clockwise towards the floor to increase pitch of seat from 0 to 6 degrees. Rotate counter clockwise towards the bottom of the seat to return seat to level position. Lift weight from seat before rotating lever.

Seat Slider Paddle:
Pull and hold the seat slider paddle and move the seat to the desired location and release the paddle to lock the seat in place.

Right when seated
Left when seated
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